
SHOOTGROUP
PRODUCTION



Welcome
SHOOTGROUP is a full-service production company. It’s been on the market for 10 years. 
Our clients are major international and local companies, as well as network advertising 
agencies.

During these years our team has produced a great number of projects, many of them are 
award-winners (Cannes Corporate Media & TV Awards, Kiev International Advertising 
Festival, International Advertising Festival Red Apple, Best of Central Asia etc.).
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There are two studio stages and a well-
equipped kitchen available for shooting. One 
of the stages is equipped with a cyclorama. 
Large area and the ceiling 4.4 meters high 
allow to construct set sceneries and use 
suspension structures for shooting, while the 
kitchen makes for comfortable food shooting.
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The software is developed in such a way that focus 
control can be performed manually, i.e. much more 
precisely. Its compact dimensions open the potential 
for shooting at locations of any complexity.

High Speed Motion Control JET ONE is a lightweight 
and high-speed robot device, able to move a camera 
with the speed of up to 6 metres per second. 

JET ONE has seven bending axes that allow to build 
up different camera motion paths. The full arm length 
makes up 3.4 metres. The robot is equipped with 
basic types of camera fixing and can be used with 
such cameras as Alexa, Red, Phantom, Sony etc. 
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In 2015 we started cooperation with Dizel Studio.
A pilot episode of a comic sketch-show “Na troih” 
arose great interest among the audience. It resulted in 
shooting of 3 seasons on request of ICTV TV channel. 
Due to high ratings, the number of episodes shot for  
each new season has been growing - 90 episodes in 
total.
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The DIZEL Show. Concerts
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We provide production of Dizel Show 
concerts. During our cooperation 22 
episodes have been released.



TV COMMERCIAL



Switch on Ukraine

Homka
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Kyivstar         
Winter Promo
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Bruno Coffee

Istynna Vodka
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Derbes BeerDance of Taste 
Teaser

Ukraine                   
TV Channel

Djuice 
Okean Elzy

Djuice 
Pinball
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DIGITAL
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We produce electronics and household 
appliances surveys for Eldorado web-
store. 
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Aleksandr Slyadnev    
Photographer

Igor Ivanov          
Director

Alexander Denysenko    
Director

Martín Köhler    
Photographer           
Director/DoP

Yulian Ulybin       
Director

Exclusive

Directors and photographers that are exclusively represented in Ukraine by SHOOTGROUP Production
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Our team

NATALIYA ULYBINA 
Executive Producer

YULIAN ULYBIN      
Creative Producer

EVGENIY ALESHYN 
Supply Manager

MARIYA DVORSKAYA 
Lawyer

TATIANA TSIMBALYUK 
Chief Accountant

ANDREY NAZARCHUK 
Bidding Producer

TATYANA RUDENKO 
Producer

SERGEY KRAVETS 
Executive Producer

NIKOLAY GLOBAK 
Producer

SERGEY SOBCHENKO 
Producer



Our partners


